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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in the day when it was a core subject at school my favourite lessons were physical and human Geography .  It used to compulsory and im told is now largely elective which is a shame because the subject matter is critical to the natural and built environment around us.It also explains why I was attracted to Mapping the Future which is a classic real life geography exercise MtF is a $10M 5 year program funded by NTGYear 1 which concentrated on stakeholder engagement planning & prioritising has been completedThe implementation stage has now commenced and is funded through to 2022
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What are we doing?

In strategic locations, we will:

• define land capability

• water availability

• environmental assets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a surveying and mapping exercise to identifyland capability, water availability and environmental assets in strategic locations ready for development.It’s about unlocking the bigger picture so we can identify and promote sustainable natural resource based economic opportunity in areas where appropriate to do so.Its about providing information to be ahead of development applications
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How are we doing it?
A holistic view:

• collating field data

• analysing data with historic 
information

• overlaying all the different 
elements

• present spatial data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are we doing it ? Using highly skilled team made up of the Territory’s best natural resource scientists – who are passionate about soil, water and biodiversity.Building  on knowledge from previous Land and water suitability studiesUndertake new surveys and assessments to address knowledge gaps, particularly wrt biodiversity.  Historically the Dept undertakes biodiversity surveys in response to specific Development Applications, being property based these tend to be limited in scope. under MtF flora and fauna assessments will be undertaken at a scale providing broader regional context.We’re excited about unlocking the big picture – mapping the collective resources and reporting the connectivity between all the elements.  Our maps will identify  priority environmental management zones and high value habitat to be protected and preserved by land use plans.  
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Why are we doing it?

• Better understanding of our 
unique environment

• Where appropriate, facilitating 
better economic outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project will provide an evidence-based tool that will directly inform government and local decision-making around land use planning.We want to de-risk investment decisions and encourage the private sector to do business here in the Territory - historically data gaps have limited the ability of government, the community and investors to identify commercial opportunities.Mapping the Future is about better understanding our unique environment and where appropriate, facilitating better economic outcomes.Where environmental assessment identified threatened or endangered species - we can articulate what environmental management strategies will be required up front before any Enviro Impact Assessment process commences
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Partnerships and stakeholders

Robust and broad consultation:

• Government Priorities

• NTG, NGOs and Industry

• Indigenous Representatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the planning year we were conscious of the need to  consult broadly and had robust discussions with stakeholders from within Govt, Non Govt Orgs and industriesWe have referred to Govt development policies such as the Economic Development Framework, the 10 year infrastructure plan, the Major Projects program and Potential NT Mining Development program to ensure that assessment areas align with Govt priorities and that MtF contributes to areas where Govt are already investing or plan to invest, in infrastructure.Weve looked at where transport routes exist, power and communications are available, a local workforce exists, distance to market is viable and where landowners are ready and motivated to develop



Priority areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This process identified 26 potential areas, well beyond the budget and time frame available for MtFSo we Established a prioritisation methodology which compared the difficulty in acquiring data vs the likelihood of prospectivity (ie how attractive the land is for development & investment)The resulting matrix consists of 4 quadrantsIn the bottom left is the watching brief, low difficulty but unlikely to result in investmentTier 1 – high return for effort, the low hanging fruitTier 2 – Areas where there is is a degree of risk - Govt needs to lead the wayTier 3&4 – Projects in this area may require changes in technology or market conditions to move into Tier 2Our 26 potential areas were mapped against the matrix – resulting in 12 priority locations
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Priority areas

• Government priorities

• Existing knowledge

• Where industry is ready to invest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Shortlisting process looked to support project areas related tomultiple industries such as mining focus near Borrolloola & the Katherine agriculture hub, it recognises Both Peri urban and remote areas as well as Indigenous communities and rural centresAnd working across the wet dry tropics and arid zoneFrom the map you can see well defined smaller project areas where we will produce fine resolution mapping and large scale areas too big for detailed assessments where we have very limited knowledge but need to be able to identify the major land use constraints to inform development assessment adviceIn 2018-19 our focus areas areWadeye Greater Katherine W Davenport and Gunn PointOther priority areas being scoped for later years includeGoveWildman RiverRoper ValleySturt PlateauLarrimahAlice SpringsSouthern Region Arid Zone



Case study – Gunn Point
• Identified as key future development area

• Land Corporation land release

• Interest in agricultural development 

• Soil & land suitability study done

• Water availability quantified
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Presentation Notes
Gunn Point is one of the last areas in the Greater Darwin Region that has both water and soils suitable for agricultural development.the Greater Darwin Land Use Plan – identifies Gunn Point  as a key future development area potentially supporting a Deep water PortAn industrial park A new planned community at MurrumujukAnd Major road & services already being constructedLand Corporation looking to do a land releaseSeafarms have approval to construct a prawn hatcheryInterest in agricultural development on old prison farm, which has already been clearedAs Govt scopes a sub region land use plan, Soil & land suitability studies on the most productive land has already been done.Water availability from the Koolpinyah Dolostone GW resource is already quantifiedFilling the knowledge gap – we are undertaking ahydrogeological connectivity & salt water intrusion study to determine the local impact of groundwater extractionWe are doing Camera trapping to determine the extent of antechinus, black-footed tree-rat, northern quoll, partridge pigeon, and the yellow-spotted monitor.  Surveys for masked owls and the Howard River Toadlet as well as flora surveys for sandsheet heathland, Rainforest habitat and an annual herb Stylidium ensatum.  Mapping of groundwater dependent ecosystems is underwayscoping of a Marine biodiversity study has commencedThe aim is to provide comprehensive information products that will inform a Sub Region Land Use Plan and contribute to a Land release prospectus leading to investment and jobs in industries that allow people to work and live in the same locationSounds just like my geography lessons at school
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What does the future hold?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potentially expand the Mapping the Future into other areas in outer yearsThere is Opportunity to accelerate the program with co-investmentorExtend the program as new industries or technologies change the economic landscape
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Thank you

Feel free to contact me: 8999 3676

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to acknowledge the work undertaken by my colleagues Hayley Richards and Robyn Delaney undertaking the planning component of Mapping the FutureFeel free to contact me if you require further information
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